IRRIGATION - FERTIGATION
Dosatron

Dosatron Diluters - Fertigation
• For easy application of fertilisers, simply add fertilisers into your
Stock Solution Tank.
• Adjust the dilution required on your Dosatron and turn on your
water.
• No electricity required, works off water flow.
• Dosatron accurately mixes liquid concentrates into a flow of water.
• Precise, economical, simple and reliable - Dosatron diluters can
dispense a wide range of solutions.
• Constant precise dosing; safe and effective to use in you existing
irrigation system.
• For nursery, horticultural, market gardening and arboriculture use.

Dosatron D3 - Green 			

code

DOSA40

8m³/hr 		 code
20m³/hr 		
code

DOSA06
DOSA26

3m³/hr 		

Water flow from 10L – 3000 L/hr
Dosing Rate from 0.2-10%

Dosatron Diluters - Pump 			
		

Parts available for the above Diluters. Please ask for details.

Note:
If you require a site visit, to specify which type of Dosatron is suitable for your Nursery, please contact
our Sales Office. Tel: 01 8437808 (press 1 for Sales Team).
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NTS Hose White			
NTS Hose Tobby			
NTS Hose Tobby			
NTS Hose Tobby			

½” x 25m 		
½” x 50m 		
¾” x 25m 		
¾” x 50m 		

code
code
code
code

HOSE40
HOSE41
HOSE42
HOSE43

Hard wearing PVC outer cover with resistance to abrasion and U.V. rays.
Polyester reinforcement to give much higher pressure ratings than with
conventional PVC hoses.Intermediate PVC layer prevents crushing and
kinking of hose. Smooth black inner lining reduces frictional flow rate losses.

Tricoflex Hose
		

			
			

12.5mm x 25m		
12.5mm x 50m

code
code

HOSE20
HOSE19

Porous Pipe Hose 			
Porous Pipe Hose			

½” x 15m 		
16mm x 30m 		

code
code

HOSE13
HOSE12

Pressure regulated - gives a slow and continuous drip feed of water
Ideal for above ground or below ground irrigation.
Watering in greenhouses, vegetable plots or flower beds.

Geka Fittings
Threaded quick fit brass coupling. Available in a range of sizes.

Geka ½” Female Coupling		
Geka ½” Hose Coupling 		
Geka ½” Male Coupling 		
Geka ¾” Female Coupling 		
Geka ¾” Hose Coupling 		
Geka ¾” Male Coupling
		
Geka Rubber Rings

12.5mm 		
12.5mm 		
12.5mm 		
19.0mm
19.0mm
19.0mm

		

code
code
code
code
code
code

GEKA06
GEKA04
GEKA08
GEKA07
GEKA05
GEKA09

code

GEKA03

Replacements Rings for Geka Fittings.
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Geka Lance Complete 			
60cm				
						90cm				

code
code
Soft rain					120cm				code

LANC01
LANC03
LANC02

Aluminium lance complete with two trigger settings and spray head.

Geka Extendable Lance

LANC14

					

code

Dramm Watering Wand 			

24” (60cm) 			

code LANC16

Dramm Watering Wand			

16” (40cm) 			

code

LANC17

Extends from 1.3m to 2.6m
Rose and coupling included.

For container and garden bed watering.
Designed for greenhouses and nurseries, this lightweight
wand provides a gentle, full-flow shower.
Comfort 8-Inch foam-rubber grip.
Large, easy-to-use shut-off valve.

Sprinkler on Spike

			

					code

SPRI13

Sprinkler on Sled

			

					code

SPRI03

Complete with Geka fitting.
Sprinkler can be set up to spray water to rotate
a full 360° or to individual sectors.
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